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Intro: HW vs SW


The clock frequency of FPGA devices is typically one order of
magnitude slower than the one of processors
500 MHz vs 3 GHz





However, FPGAs outperform at 3 key points:
Pipelining, Parallelism and Power







It is difficult to maintain the pipeline of a processor continuously: full –
data dependencies, cache misses, etc.
Processors have a limited parallelism (4 to 8 functional units) that are
usually poorly exploited due to compiler limitations
Parallelizing is still the Holy Grail of computing






FPGA power is typically one or order of magnitude smaller
Other important issue are the limitations of the general-purpose
instruction sets
FPGAs are very good in algorithms with “strange” computations, e.g.
cryptography.
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Intro: Reconfigurable Computing


Software is flexible and versatile... but slow





Pure hardware implementations lack flexibility




Hardware cannot be changed, unless is reconfigurable

Use reconfigurable devices to execute an algorithm




Provided that there is a compiler, a processor can execute
any code (faster or slower, but will execute it)
Programs can be loaded and executed at run-time

Programmable logic devices, FPGAs in particular

Bridge the gap between hardware and software



Speed of hardware
Flexibility of software
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Intro: WH + SW synergy




The idea is adding a reconfigurable device as a coprocessor to
a conventional computing system
There are different degrees of coupling between CPU and
reconfigurable device









Reconfigurable computing is about exploiting the synergy
between hardware and software.
Algorithm implementations have a SW and a HW part
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Functional unit inside the CPU (ASIPs, Application-Specific
Instruction-set Processor)
CPU co-processor interface (Embedded systems)
Co-processing board (Desktop reconfigurable computing)
External processing unit

Though the borders can be fuzzy sometimes, especially in those
architectures where the reconfigurable array is tightly coupled.

RC Applications


Classic RC application domains:







Digital signal processing





Typically boards with A/D and D/A converters
Radar, Software-Defined Radio

Embedded multimedia




Scientific applications
Bioinformatics
Cryptography
Image processing

Codec Acceleration

Networking


Real-time analysis of network traffic (e.g. intrusion
detection)
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RC Applications


All the previous applications have
something in common: high
performance.
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HPRC (high performance
reconfigurable computing)

Acceleration using HPRC
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Aceleración Hardware con FPGAs

HPRC Platforms


Standalone systems



Accelerator connected by a high
performance bus (PCIe, etc.)



Accelerator directly connected to
a high speed interprocessor bus
such as Hiperlink or FSB
(FrontSide Bus)
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Aceleración Hardware con FPGAs

Reconfigurable Computing:
Acceleration Boards


FPGA co-processing
boards for a desktop
computer




PCIe and Hypertransport
boards

There are two main
bottlenecks



I/O Bandwidth
Local memory

WILDSTAR 6 PCIe Card with Xilinx Virtex 6
FPGAs - http://www.annapmicro.com
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Reconfigurable Computing:
In-Socket Solutions


Accelium fits into a standard AMD Opteron Socket F slot and
supports the AMD Direct Connect Architecture providing very
low latency transfers directly to motherboard memory
unencumbered by intermediate memory controllers.
 Internal memory bandwidth in excess of 1 TB/s
 External memory bandwidth of 15 GB/s
 Low power with maximum consumption of 40 watts
 Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA with up to 330,000 logic cells and 576 x
18 kbits Block RAMs
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http://www.drccomputer.com

DRC’s Accelium (cont.)




Coprocessor routines are available to co-resident
x86 based applications through the DRC API.
Frequently reducing iterative processes to single
cycle operations.





Replication in its massively parallel architecture.
Right-size operators to any data width
Multi-input operators
Pipelining
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Reconfigurable Computing:
Embedded Systems


At the end of the
90’s (0.25 um),
FPGAs were big
enough to hold
processors inside
themselves




Hard Cores: Power
PC (Xilinx),
Cortex-M3 (Actel).
Soft Cores: Nios II
(Altera),
MicroBlaze (Xilinx).

Zynq-7000 Extensible Processing
Platform – www.xilinx.com
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Xilinx’s Zynq 7000

http://zedboard.org (USD 300)
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Reconfigurable Computing:
HPRC


High-Performance
Reconfigurable
Computing




Basic concepts:
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Idea appeared at the
beginning of the 2000s
Optimize the accelerator,
especially the FPGA –
processor interface
Use classic HPC
parallelism techniques

First HPRC SRC-6e
http://www.srccomp.com

Challenges of Reconfigurable
Computing


The biggest challenge of RC is to avoid that the
development costs eclipse the potential benefits






Non-despicable development time to port algorithms to
HW.
Hard-to-find and expensive FPGA engineers.
If development time is added to the execution time, there is
no speedups.

Better tools are needed



The final goal is to make the underlying hardware
(processor and FPGA accelerator) transparent to the user
FPGA accelerator design is already well-established
(almost 20 years of history).
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Challenges of
Reconfigurable Computing


HPRC market is not big
enough to make viable the
development of HPRCspecific reconfigurable
devices




Tools must cope with
commercial FPGA
architectures
Same happens with
processors: Big HPC
machines use the same
Pentiums and Cells than
desktop computers and
Playstations
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Grant Martin, Gary Smith, "High-Level Synthesis: Past,
Present, and Future," IEEE Design and Test of
Computers, vol. 26, no. 4, pp. 18-25, July/Aug. 2009

Challenges of Reconfigurable
Computing


Synthesis from highlevel languages
already provides a
moderate HW/SW
unification


Handel-C, Impulse, SRC
Map-C, Mitrion-C, etc.
Ian Page holding a Reconfigurable
Computer built by Celoxica (1996?), a
spin-off from Oxford University (Handel-C).
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M.Sc. Ian Page short bio





Pre-history
Oxford University (-1996)
Celoxica.
Currently:
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Visiting professor at Imperial College London
(http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~ipage/).
Independent consultant and entrepreneur
(http://sevenspires.co.uk, Investment for high
growth technology companies).
• “Our remit, although simple, is a fairly tight one. We will
not proceed with an opportunity where there is not
believable growth to a $100m+ company, or where there is
a lack of strongly defensible IP or where the valuation or
amount sought is too high.”

Synthesis from High-Level
Languages




Many benefits:
 Improved development time
 Less HW skills required
 Ease the partitioning process
Tools most commonly used:
 Mentor Catapult (ANSI C, System-C),
 Handel-C (ex Celoxica)
 Synopsys Synphony HLS (earlier Synfora)
 Cadence C-to-Silicon Compiler
 Impulse-C (ANSI C)
 Xilinx, earlier Auto ESL (C, C++, SystemC)
 Altera (OpenCL)
 DSPLogic (Simulink)
 BlueSpec (SystemVerilog)
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Different Levels of
Synthesis Abstraction
More abstract,
less
implementationspecific

1.

MATLAB Domain (pure algorithmic, nonimplementation-specific)


2.

Untimed C Domain (non-implementationspecific)


3.

Handel-C, System-C, SystemVerilog

RTL Domain (Implementation-specific)
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Standard C/C++

Timed C Domain (Implementation-specific)


4.

m language (MATLAB)

Verilog, VHDL
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Open Source Tools?


Yes…





ROCCC 2.0, University of California Riverside
(http://www.jacquardcomputing.com/roccc/)
PandA, Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
(http://panda.dei.polimi.it/)
FpgaC, historical roots at from University of Toronto
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/fpgac)
Etc.
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More info


Boards/Platforms:
www.annapmicro.com
 www.gidel.com
 www.avnet.com
 www.dinigroup.com
 http://www.drccomputer.com
 http://zedboard.org
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